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In this dissertation, the intersections of ethnicity,
sexuality and gender in the experience of lesbian women fron non-
Engl-ish-speaking backgrounds are investigated through use of l-iterary,
theoretical and empirical naterials. There is a particul-ar emphasis on
rvomen from ItaÌian-Australian background.
The roles of social ascription, community acknowledgement and
personal agency in the personal identity formation of lesbians fron non-
English-speaking backgrounds are assessed. The applicability of ¡rodel-s
of 'cultural- conflict' and tcultural complementarity or choicet are also
evaluated when discussing these wonen's positions within their ethnic
faniLies and comnunities, within the wider Austrai-ian society, and
within 
.the 
predominantl-y Anglo-feminist lesbian movenent.
The diversity of experience and situation that exists breaks
man.'!' of the stereotypes and presunptions made about J-esbians, and indeed
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